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UNIFIED INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH OLYMPIAD - UE 139

An  I S O  9 0 0 1 : 2008 C e r t i f ie d   O r g an is at io n

Q.3 : Ans. : (C).

Clarification : A hidden place used by large wild animals such as ‘bear’ and ‘lion’ to reside, is
called ‘Den’. A place where foxes in the wild live is called a ‘hole’. Please always refer to an
‘authentic’ source such as Oxford or similar dictionary. ‘Burrow’ is a hole/tunnel made in ground
by ‘rabbits’ not ‘foxes’. Moreover, that is not given as a choice to answer.

Q.10 : Ans. : (B).

Clarification :  ‘Tortoise’ pairs correctly with ‘Hare’ as per the popular tale. We are asked/
instructed to select a correctly ‘pairing’ option. ‘Hare’ is a ‘rabbit’ in the wild and much larger.
It is not a pet, a ‘rabbit’ can be.

Q.20 : Ans. : (B). All others can fly and do not/can not use their wings for swimming.

Clarification : ‘Magpie’ is a bird. Please refer Oxford dictionary.

Q.33 : Ans. : (D). ‘Could’ is correct as it covers possibility and permission both and not only
permission as in ‘May’. ‘Can’ expresses ‘possibility’, but does not necessarily seek permission.
‘Shall’ does not necessarily seek permission or express a possibility. It only shows an intention.
Hence, both do not fit in.
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